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While beginning, the preparation for Medical and Engineering Entrances,
aspirants need to go beyond traditional NCERT textbooks to gain a complete grip
over it to answer all questions correctly during the exam. The revised edition of
MASTER THE NCERT, based on NCERT Classes XI and XII, once again brings
a unique set of all kinds of Objective Type Questions for Physics, Chemistry,
Biology and Mathematics. This book “Master the NCERT for NEET” Chemistry
Vol-2, based on NCERT Class XII is a one-of-its-kind book providing 16 Chapters
equipped with topic-wise objective questions, NCERT Exemplar Objective
Questions, and a special separate format questions for NEET and other medical
entrances. It also provides explanations for difficult questions and past exam
questions for knowing the pattern. Based on a unique approach to master
NCERT, it is a perfect study resource to build the foundation over NEET and
other medical entrances.
Every year lakhs of students appear for the NEET Exam to pursue their dream of
becoming a “Doctor”. In order to qualify this exams students need have clear
concepts, strong basic foundation of the subjects and thorough practice. “NEET
IN 40 DAYS CHEMISTRY” is the most accepted crash course programme for the
students who are preparing National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET-2020).
Being the best seller among the students, this book is carefully and consciously
designed for the last minute preparation of the NEET Exam. This book gives the
complete coverage of the syllabus that is divided into 40 Days Modules which
includes Quick Theory covering all the important points, formulae and the
concepts. It provides Objective Question which covers every type of exam
questions including 7 Unit Tests and 3 Full Length Mock Tests which gives the
real feel of the exam. Moreover Free Online Practice Material can be availed by
the students to practice online. This book accelerates the level of preparation
done by the students and ensures scoring high marks in a time. TABLE OF
CONTENTS Preparing NEET 2019 Chemistry in 40 Days! Day 1: Some Basic
Concepts of Chemistry, Day 2: Atomic Structure, Day 3: Classification and
Periodicity of Elements, Day 4: Chemical Bonding and Molecular Structure, Day
5: States of Matter (Gaseous and Liquid State), Day 6: Unit Test 1, Day 7:
Chemical and Thermodynamics, Day 8: Equilibrium, Day 9: Redox Reactions,
Day 10: Unit Test 2, Day 11: Hydrogen, Day 12: s-Block Elements, Day 13: p-
Block Elements (Inorganic Chemistry), Day 14: Unit Test 3, Day 15: Some Basic
Principles and Techniques, Day 16: Hydrocarbons, Day 17: Environmental
Chemistry, Day 18: Unit Test 4, Day 19: Solid State, Day 20: Solutions, Day 21:
Electrochemistry, Day 22: Chemical Kinetics, Day 23: Surface Chemistry, Day
24: Unit Test 5, Day 25: General Principles and Processes of Isolation of Metals,
Day 26: p- Block Elements, Day 27: The d- and f- Block Elements, Day 28:
Coordination Compounds, Day 29: Unit Test 6, Day 30: Haloalkanes and
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Haloarenes, Day 31: Alcohols, Phenols and Ethers, Day 32: Aldehydes, Ketones
and Carboxylic Acids, Day 33: Organic Compounds Containing Nitrogen, Day 34:
Biomolecules, Day 35 : Polymers, Day 36: Chemistry in Everyday Life, Day 37:
Unit Test 7 (Organic Chemistry II), Day 38: Mock Test 1, Day 39: Mock Test 2,
Day 40: Mock Test 3, NEET Solved Papers 2019 (National & Odisha).
All India Institute of Medical Science or AIIMS is not just another medical college,
it’s a symbol of excellence in the field of medicine and research. AIIMS has been
a paramount hospital and medical institutions in India, every year lakhs of
students enroll for this entrance examination while it’s the dream of many, 5
Year MBBS Programme is cut throat competition and hence it require great
concept building with enough practice. 16 Years’ Solved Paper AIIMS has
consciously been revised as per latest pattern of the syllabus and question
paper. This book has provided solved papers [2019-2014] to give the feel and
difficulty level of the examination that are held in previous years. All the question
in this book is provided with detailed explanations in a quick and easy-to-
understand language so that all doubts regarding to the topics can be resolved.
This explanatory workbook carries great value for the students who will be
preparing for the medical examination of AIIMS. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved
Papers (AIIMS, MBBS): Solved Paper (2019-2004)
The book Botany for NEET and other Medical Entrance Examinations is meant
for students who want to compete the medical entrance examinations viz. NEET,
AIIMS and JIPMER. This book contains 24 chapters adhering to the latest
syllabus of NCERT. Each chapter contains short and long answers type
questions in the end for the benefit of students preparing for NEET. The content
is thorough and comprehensive in each chapter which have limited number of
most probable and standard multiple-choice questions. The language of the book
is lucid and is arranged in readable and interesting manner. This book will also
cater to the needs of all such students who are associated with Botany.
Serving the Nation on the borders is not a cup of tea it’s always been a work that
requires great courageous heart, Quick Decision Making abilities and furious
instincts. In order to get selected in National Defence Academy and Naval
Academy, countless candidates from all across the country keep vigorous eye on
its entrance exam notifications, released twice in a year by Union Public Service
Commission. The 2020-21 edition of ‘Pathfinder NDA/NA Entrance Examination’
is complete self study guide that is designed for the absolute preparation of
Combined Defence Services Examination. The book has been revised carefully
and consciously providing the entire syllabus, divided into 4 major sections that
are sub divided into chapters, which is prescribed by the UPSC guidelines.
Solved Papers from [2019 to 2017], more than 800 MCQs and Chapterwise
Division of the previous years’ questions are provided in the book, giving deep
insight to the candidates about the papers pattern, types of questions and their
weightage in the exam. Packed with such comprehensive study resources, this is
a perfect book to receive the best guidance for the upcoming NDA/NA Entrance
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Exam to strive towards success. TABLE OF CONTENT NDA/NA Solved Paper
2019 II, NDA/NA Solved Paper 2019 I, NDA/NA Solved Paper 2018 II, NDA/NA
Solved Paper 2018 I, NDA/NA Solved Paper 2017 II, Mathematics, General
English, General Science, General Studies.
Army Cadet College (ACC) is a wing of Indian Military Academy responsible for
providing three years of an intense training to the Indian Soldiers to transform
them into Officer for Indian Army. Conducting the Indian Army Entrance Exam
twice in a year, it selects candidates from serving soldiers of Indian Army, Navy
and Air Force through a selection process which undergoes three phases of tests
namely Written Phase, SSB Interview and Medical Test. The first gate of entry
i.e., Written Test consists of four papers revolving around the topics like General
Mental Ability, Current General Awareness, Interactive Communicative English
and Academic Contest Test respectively. The new edition of Indian Army ACC
Entrance Exam is a Complete Study Package for aspirants preparing for the
forthcoming exam. It covers the Chapterwise Theory of the entire subjects along
with more than 3500 Multiple Choice Questions to give a focused conceptual
understanding to the aspirants. Model Papers have also been given for the self-
assessment. Structured as per latest syllabus and exam pattern, it will support
aspirants greatly with its ample amount of study material. Table of Contents
Model Papers Paper I General Mental Ability Test: Reasoning Ability, Numerical
Ability. Paper II Current General Awareness: India and World. Paper III
Interactive Communicative English: Objective English, Descriptive English Paper
IV Academic Contest Test: Mathematics, General Science (Physics, Chemistry,
Biology), Humanities
AIIMS 23 years Chapter-wise Solved Papers consists of past years (memory
based) solved papers from 1997 onwards till date, distributed in 29, 31, 38 & 6
topics in Physics, Chemistry, Biology & General Knowledge respectively. The
book contains around 4580 straight MCQs - 3200 MCQs and 1380 Assertion-
Reason type questions.
Objective NEET (National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test) is a trusted companion
for all the NEET aspirants. This series includes Physics, Chemistry, and Biology
divided into two volumes as per NCERT curriculum of class 11th and 12th.
Written in lucid language, the book aims to provide clarity on all the concepts
through meticulously developed practice questions along with previous years'
questions and NCERT exemplar section. Each chapter is designed in such a way
that student can recapitulate the important topics and practice exercises within a
given time period. A separate section on AIIMS entrance examination in all the
volumes gives extra mileage to the aspirants. It also lays emphasis on the recent
trends in topical coverage and the latest question paper pattern has appeared in
the NEET examination. This book would also be useful for other medical
entrance examinations like AIIMS, JIPMER, etc.
The book “Chapter-wise Daily Practice Problem (DPP) Sheets for Biology
NEET” contains: 1. Carefully selected Questions (45 per DPP) in Chapter-wise
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DPP Sheets for Practice. 2. The book is divided into 38 Chapter-wise DPPs
based on the NCERT. 3. Time Limit, Maximum Marks, Cutoff, Qualifying Score
for each DPP Sheet is provided. 4. These sheets will act as an Ultimate tool for
Concept Checking & Speed Building. 5. Collection of 1755 MCQ’s of all variety
of new pattern. 6. Covers all important Concepts of each Chapter. 7. As per latest
pattern & syllabus of JEE Main exam.
The book NEET/ AIIMS Objective Question Bank for Physics, Chemistry &
Biology has been written exclusively to help students crack the Medical Entrance
exams. The book is unique in the sense that it provides selected questions
divided into 6 categories for the NEET exam. The book has been prepared in
such a manner that a student can easily complete the book in a month's time.
The book follows the exact pattern of the NCERT books. Thus the different
sections - Physics has 29, Chemistry has 30 and Biology has 38 chapters. The
Question Bank contains: • Fill in the Blanks • True/ False • Conceptual MCQs •
Diagram Based Questions • Assertion Reason Based Questions • Matching
Based Questions • Critical Thinking Type Questions as per the pattern of the
NEET/ AIIMS exam. The book is also useful for JIPMER/ AMU/ KCET etc.
AIEEE, IIT, Engineering Entrance, Medical Entrance, Competitions, CBSE,
Schools, 11th, 12th, Objective Chemistry, Guides
Reasoning which is a equally weighed section in many competitive examinations
tests the thinking power and mind applicability skills of the candidates. The
questions of reasoning asked in various competitive examinations are not easy to
solve without having enough practice. The Hand on Guide to Analytical
Reasoning & Logical Reasoning will help aspirants master the ‘Tricks of the
Trade’ as it covers analytical reasoning and logical reasoning comprehensively.
This book has been divided into two Sections – Analytical Reasoning and Logical
Reasoning each sub-divided into number of chapters with different types of
questions of multiple patterns asked in various exams. The Analytical Reasoning
section covers Seating Arrangement, Complex Arrangement, Ranking & Time
Sequence Test, Blood Relations, Direction Sense Test, Conditions & Grouping
and Simple & Coded Inequality whereas the Logical Reasoning section covers
Syllogism, Statement & Assumptions, Statement & Arguments, Passage &
Conclusion, Statement & Course of Action, Decision Making, Assertion &
Reason, Cause & Effect and Input-Output. Ample numbers of solved problems
have been covered in each chapter followed by practice exercises at the end to
help aspirants revised and practice the concepts discussed in each chapter. Also
the book contains previous years’ solved questions of different competitive
examinations like CAT, MAT, CMAT, Bank (PO/Clerk), UPSC, SSC and other
state PSC Exams, etc to help aspirants get an insight into the types of reasoning
questions asked. The book will be highly useful for aspirants preparing for
Management (CAT, XAT, CMAT, IIFT, SNAP & other), Bank (PO & Clerk), SSC
(CGL/CPO), UPSC & other state PSC Exams, etc. As the book covers Logical
and Analytical Reasoning both in detail with ample number of solved problems, it
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for sure will help aspirants prepare both the types in a thorough manner and will
act as a hand on guide to analytical reasoning & logical reasoning.
While beginning, the preparation for Medical and Engineering Entrances,
aspirants need to go beyond traditional NCERT textbooks to gain a complete grip
over it to answer all questions correctly during the exam. The revised edition of
MASTER THE NCERT, based on NCERT Classes XI and XII, once again brings
a unique set of all kinds of Objective Type Questions for Physics, Chemistry,
Biology and Mathematics. This book “Master the NCERT for NEET” Biology
Vol-1, based on NCERT Class XI is a one-of-its-kind book providing 22 Chapters
equipped with topic-wise objective questions, NCERT Exemplar Objective
Questions, and a special separate format questions for NEET and other medical
entrances. It also provides explanations for difficult questions and past exam
questions for knowing the pattern. Based on a unique approach to master
NCERT, it is a perfect study resource to build the foundation over NEET and
other medical entrances.
JIPMER (Jawaharlal Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education) is among very
few institutes in India that provides teaching from Undergraduates to
Superspeciality and Sub- Specialties. Ranking in top 5 best medical institutes in
the country. This model is providing free health care while maintaining quality and
safety at low affordable prize for the society which makes JIPMER a unique
Model. JIPMER conducts its own medical entrance examination every year. In
order to get admission into this renowned institution, students need to have full
conceptual knowledge as well as thorough practice. 16 Years’ Solved Papers
[2004-2019] have been revised as per the latest pattern of the syllabus, every
question has been provided with an authentic & explanatory solution of Previous
Years’ in an easy to understand language with fully described diagrams and flow
charts so that candidates can clear their conceptual doubts or queries regarding
any topic from this book easily and quickly. This book acts as best help to any
student can get whoever is preparing for JIMPER Entrance Examination. TABLE
OF CONTENT Solved Papers [2004-2019].
1. Chapterwise and Topicwise medical Entrance is a master collection of
questions 2. The book contains last 17 years of question from various medical
entrances 3. Chapterwise division and Topical Categorization is done according
NCERT NEET Syllabus 4. Previous Years Solved Papers (2021-2005) are given
in a Chapterwise manner. With ever changing pattern of examinations, it has
become a paramount importance for students to be aware of the recent pattern
and changes that are being made by the examination Board/Body. For an exam
like NEET, it’s even more important for an aspirant to stay updated with every
little detail announced by the Board. The current edition of “NEET+ Chemistry
Chapterwise – Topicwise Solved Papers [2021 – 2005]” serves as an effective
question bank providing abundance of previous year’s questions asked in last 17
years along with excellent answer quality. Arranged in Chapterwise – Topicwise
format, this book divides the syllabus in two Parts where; Part I is based on Class
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XI NCERT syllabus whereas, Part II serves for Class XII NCERT syllabus. It also
helps aspirants by giving clear idea regarding the chapter weightage from the
beginning of their preparation. Besides benefitting for NEET, it is highly helpful for
AIIMS, JIPER, Manipal, BVP, UPCPPMT, BHU examination. TOC Part I: Based
on Class XI NCERT, Part II: Based on Class XII NCERT, NEET Solved paper
2021, NEET Solved Paper 2020.
For cracking any competitive exam one need to have clear guidance, right kind of
study material and thorough practice. When the preparation is done for the
exams like JEE Main and NEET one need to have clear concept about each and
every topic and understanding of the examination pattern are most important
things which can be done by using the good collection of Previous Years’ Solved
Papers. Chapterwise Topicwise Solved Papers PHYSICS for Medical Entrances
is a master collection of exams questions to practice for NEET 2020, which have
been consciously revised as per the latest pattern of exam. It carries 15 Years of
Solved Papers [2019-2005] in both Chapterwise and topicwise manner by giving
the full coverage to syllabus. This book is divided into parts based on Class XI
and XII NCERT syllabus covering each topic. This book gives the complete
coverage of Questions asked in NEET, CBSE-AIPMT, AIIMS, JIPMER, and BVP,
Manipal, UPCPMT etc. Thorough practice done from this book will the candidates
to move a step towards their success. TABLE OF CONTENT Part I Based on
Class XIth NCERT - Units and Measurements, Motion in a Straight Line , Motion
in a Plane, Laws of Motion , Work, Energy and Power, System of Particles and
Rotational Motion, Gravitation, Mechanical Properties of Solids, Mechanical
Properties of Fluids , Thermal Properties of Matter, Thermodynamics, Kinetic
Theory of Gases, Oscillations, Waves, Part II Based on Class XIIth NCERT –
Electrostatics I, Electrostatics II (Capacitance), Current Electricity, Current and
Electricity II, Moving Charges and Magnetism, Magnetism and Matter,
Electromagnetic Induction, Alternating Current, Electromagnetic Waves, Ray
Optics and Optical Instruments, Wave Optics, Dual Nature of Matter and
Radiation, Atoms and Nuclei, Semiconductor Electronics : Materials Devices and
Simple Circuit, Communication System.
Our NEET Foundation series is sharply focused for the NEET aspirants. Most of the students
make a career choice in the middle school and, therefore, choose their stream informally in
secondary and formally in senior secondary schooling, accordingly. If you have decided to
make a career in the medical profession, you need not look any further! Adopt this series for
Class 9 and 10 today.
Choosing profession like Law especially in a country like India, then comes it with great sense
responsibility and duty because law making bodies are most trusted in this country. LLB is 3
year bachelor degree course which is done right after class XII, many institutions are
conducted their own entrance examinations. Presenting to you SELF TSUDY GUIDE LLB
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 2020 – this book is specially designed for the aspirants. It gives
the complete coverage of Legal Aptitude, Indian Constitution, English Language, Numeral
Ability, Reasoning Ability, General Knowledge.In this book questions are framed exactly based
on the latest examination pattern, Solved paper 2019 is also provided with well explained &
detailed solutions, Notifications, Paper pattern and How to attempt questions are also been
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mentioned. It is highly useful for the entrance examinations of NLU, NLSTU, RMNLU, MNLU,
DU, BHU, IPU, JamiaMiliaIsalmia, & others National Law Universities. Let this book act like a
stepping stone for the success of LLB. Table of ContentSolved Paper 2019, Solved Paper
2018, Solved Paper 2017, Legal Aptitude, Indian Constitution, English Language, Numerical
Ability, Reasoning Ability, General Knowledge, Practice Sets (1-3))
The thoroughly Revised & Updated 3rd Edition of Objective Biology Chapter-wise MCQ for
NEET/ AIIMS is a collection of carefully selected MCQ's for Medical entrance exams. The book
follows the pattern and flow of class 11 and 12 syllabus as prescribed by NCERT. The unique
feature of the new edition is the inclusion of new exam-centric questions and marking of
questions into Critical Thinking; Toughnut & Tricky. The book contains ‘Chapter-wise MCQs’
which covers all the important concepts and applications required to crack the mentioned
exams. The book contains 38 chapters covering a total of around 3800 MCQs with solutions.
The solutions to the questions is provided immediately after the chapter. The solutions have
been prepared in a manner that a student can easily understand them. This is an ideal book to
practice and revise the complete syllabus of the mentioned exams. The book will help to give
finishing touches to your preparation of each chapter.
1. 33 Years’ Chapterwise Solution NEET Physics” is a collect of all questions of AIPMT &
NEET 2. The book covers the entire syllabus of class 11th and 12th in 23 chapters 3. Detailed
and authentic solutions are provided for each question for conceptual understanding 4.
Important Formulae is given at the end of the book 5. Previous Years’ Solved papers are
given for practice. Students who are preparing for NEET Exam are often advised to first revise
the syllabus of Class 11th and 12th completely before focusing on NEET itself. Here’s
presenting “33 Years’ Chapterwise Solution NEET Physics” a Chapterwise collection of all
questions asked in AIPMT & NEET. This book is designed to cover the complete syllabus of
both class 11th & 12th under 23 Chapters. Detailed, authentic and explanatory solutions are
provided for every question that has been drafted in such a manner that students will surely
able to catch the context and understand the concept. Important Formulae are provided at the
end for quick revision. Previous years’ Solved Papers are given to understand the prescribed
pattern and types of questions. With this helpful set of Chapterwise solved papers, students
will be ensured to get success in NEET 2020. TABLE OF CONTENT Physical World &
Measurement, Motion in One Dimension, Motion in Two and Three Dimension, Laws of
Motion, Work, Energy and Power, Rotational Motion, Properties of Matter, Gravitation, Heat
and Thermodynamics, Oscillations, Waves, Electrostatics, Current Electricity, Thermal and
Chemical Effects of Current, Magnetic Effects of Current, Magnetism, Electromagnetic
Induction, Alternating Current and Electromagnetic waves, Optics and Optical Instruments,
Electrons and Photons, Atomic Physics, Nuclear Physics, Solids and Semiconductors Devices,
Important Formulae, NEET SOLVED Paper 2018, NEET (National) Paper 2019, NEET
(Odisha) Paper 2019, NEET Solved Paper 2020.
The Book Thoroughly The Following: Physical Chemistry With Detailed Concepts And
Numerical Problems. Organic Chemistry With More Chemical Equations. Inorganic Chemistry
With Theory And Examples. In Addition To A Well Explained Theory The Book Includes Well
Categorized Classified And Sub-Classified Questions On The Basis Of Latest Trends Of
Examination Papers. Salient Features As Per The Syllabus Of Engineering And Medical
Entrance Examinations Previous Years Solved Papers Every Unit Contains (I) Main Highlights;
(Ii) Multiple Choice Questions; (Iii) True And False Statements; (Iv)Hints And Solutions.
1. 13 Years’ Solved Papers is collection of previous years solved papers of NEET 2. This book
covers all CBSE AIPMT and NTA NEET papers 3. Chapterwise and Unitwise approach to
analyise questions 4. Each question is well detailed answered to understand the concept as
whole 5. Online access to CBSE AIPMT SOLVED PAPER (Screening + Mains) 2008 The
National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET), formerly known as All India Pre – Medical Test
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(AIPMT), is the qualifying test for MBBS and BDS Programmes in Indian Medical and Dental
Colleges conducted by National Testing Agency. When a student is preparing for an exam, the
pattern and the types of questions to be asked is always intriguing him/her. By analyzing
previous years’ question papers, one can easily have a broad idea about the same.
Presenting, “13 Years’ Solved Papers [2020-2008] NEET” a backpack of Previous Years’
Solved Papers of NTA NEET along with CBSE AIPMT Papers. This book is designed to give
Chapter/Unit wise analysis of all the questions, offering students to have a good grip on the
physics, chemistry and Biology. Well detailed answers given for all the questions that are not
just catchy but also go deep into the concepts that serve links to other problems. With the view
to make students strong footed this book is a sufficient tool for learning and come out with
flying colors in Pre-Medical Dental Examinations TABLE OF CONTENT NEET SOLVED
PAPER 2020, NEET NATIONAL PAPER 2019, NEET ODISHA 2019, NEET SOLVED PAPER
2018, NEET SOLVED PAPER 2017, NEET SOLVED PAPER 2016 (Phase II), NEET SOLVED
PAPER 2016 (Phase I), CBSE AIPMT 2015 (Cancelled – May), CBSE AIPMT 2015 (Latest –
July), CBSE AIPMT SOLVED PAPER 2014, NEET SOLVED PAPER 2013, CBSE AIPMT
SOLVED PAPER (Screening + Mains) 2012, CBSE AIPMT SOLVED PAPER (Screening +
Mains) 2011, CBSE AIPMT SOLVED PAPER (Screening + Mains) 2010, CBSE AIPMT
SOLVED PAPER (Screening + Mains) 2009, Online access to CBSE AIPMT SOLVED PAPER
(Screening + Mains) 2008.
The 4th Edition of the book Objective NCERT Xtract -Chemistry for NEET/ JEE Main, Class 11
& 12, AIIMS, BITSAT consists of Quality Selected MCQs as per current NCERT syllabus
covering the entire syllabus of 11th and 12th standard. The most highlighting feature of the
book is the inclusion of a lot of new questions created exactly on the pattern of NCERT. • This
book-cum-Question Bank spans through 30 chapters. • The book provides a detailed 2 page
Concept Map for Quick Revision of the chapter. • This is followed by 3 types of objective
exercises: 1. Topic-wise Concept Based MCQs 2. NCERT Exemplar & Past JEE Main,
BITSAT, NEET & AIIMS Questions 3. 15-20 Challenging Questions in Try If You Can Exercise
• Detailed explanations have been provided for all typical MCQs that need conceptual clarity. •
The book also includes 5 Mock Tests for Self Assessment. This book assures complete
syllabus coverage by means of questions for more or less all significant concepts of Chemistry.
In nutshell this book will act as the BEST PRACTICE & REVISION MATERIAL for all PMT/
PET entrance exams.
While beginning, the preparation for Medical and Engineering Entrances, aspirants need to go
beyond traditional NCERT textbooks to gain a complete grip over it to answer all questions
correctly during the exam. The revised edition of MASTER THE NCERT, based on NCERT
Classes XI and XII, once again brings a unique set of all kinds of Objective Type Questions for
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics. This book “Master the NCERT for NEET”
Biology Vol-2, based on NCERT Class XII is a one-of-its-kind book providing 16 Chapters
equipped with topic-wise objective questions, NCERT Exemplar Objective Questions, and a
special separate format questions for NEET and other medical entrances. It also provides
explanations for difficult questions and past exam questions for knowing the pattern. Based on
a unique approach to master NCERT, it is a perfect study resource to build the foundation over
NEET and other medical entrances.
Every year lakhs of students appear for the NEET Exam to pursue their dream of becoming a
“Doctor”. In order to qualify this exams students need have clear concepts, strong basic
foundation of the subjects and thorough practice. “NEET IN 40 DAYS BIOLOGY” is the most
accepted crash course programme for the students who are preparing National Eligibility cum
Entrance Test (NEET-2020). Being the best seller among the students, this book is carefully
and consciously designed for the last minute preparation of the NEET Exam. This book gives
the complete coverage of the syllabus that is divided into 40 Days Modules which includes
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Quick Theory covering all the important points, formulae and the concepts. It provides
Objective Question which covers every type of exam questions including 8 Unit Tests and 3
Full Length Mock Tests which gives the real feel of the exam. Moreover Free Online Practice
Material can be availed by the students to practice online. This book accelerates the level of
preparation done by the students and ensures scoring high marks in a time. TABLE OF
CONTENTS Preparing NEET 2019 Biology in 40 Days! Day 1: The Living World, Day 2: Plant
Kingdom, Day 3: Animal Kingdom, Day 4: Unit Test 1, Day 5: Morphology of Flowering Plants,
Day 6: Anatomy of Flowering Plants, Day 7: Structural Organisation in Animals, Day 8: Unit
Test 2 Day 9 Cell: The Unit of Life, Day 10: Biomolecules and Enzymes, Day 11: The Cell
Division, Day 12: Unit Test 3, Day 13: Transport in Plants, Day 14: Mineral Nutrition, Day 15:
Photosynthesis, Day 16: Respiration in Plants, Day 17: Plant Growth and Development, Day
18: Unit Test 4, Day 19: Digestion and Absorption, Day 20: Breathing and Exchange of Gases,
Day 21: Body Fluids and Circulation, Day 22: Excretory Products and Their Elimination, Day
23: Movement and Locomotion, Day 24: Neural Control and Chemical Coordination, Day 25:
Unit Test 5, Day 26: Reproduction in Plants, Day 27: Animal Reproduction and Reproductive
Health, Day 28: Genetics, Day 29: Molecules Basis of Inheritance, Day 30: Evolution, Day 31:
Unit Test 5, Day 32: Biology and Human Welfare, Day 33: Biotechnology Principles and its
Applications, Day 34: Organisms and Ecosystem, Day 35: Biodiversity and Wildlife
Conservation, Day 36: Environmental Issues, Day 37: Unit Test 8, Day 38: Mock Test 1, Day
39: Mock Test 2, Day 40: Mock Test 3, NEET Solved Papers 2019 (National & Odisha).
1. Chapterwise and Topicwise medical Entrance is a master collection of questions 2. The
book contains last 17 years of question from various medical entrances 3. Chapterwise division
and Topical Categorization is done according NCERT NEET Syllabus 4. Previous Years
Solved Papers (2021-2005) are given in a Chapterwise manner. With ever changing pattern of
examinations, it has become a paramount importance for students to be aware of the recent
pattern and changes that are being made by the examination Board/Body. For an exam like
NEET, it’s even more important for an aspirant to stay updated with every little detail
announced by the Board. The current edition of “NEET+ Physics Chapterwise – Topicwise
Solved Papers [2021 – 2005]” serves as an effective question bank providing abundance of
previous year’s questions asked in last 17 years along with excellent answer quality. Arranged
in Chapterwise – Topicwise format, this book divides the syllabus in two Parts where; Part I is
based on Class XI NCERT syllabus whereas, Part II serves for Class XII NCERT syllabus. It
also helps aspirants by giving clear idea regarding the chapter weightage from the beginning of
their preparation. Besides benefitting for NEET, it is highly helpful for AIIMS, JIPER, Manipal,
BVP, UPCPPMT, BHU examination. TOC Part I: Based on Class XI NCERT, Part II: Based on
Class XII NCERT, NEET Solved paper 2021, NEET Solved Paper 2020.
1. Chapterwise and Topicwise medical Entrance is a master collection of questions 2. The
book contains last 17 years of question from various medical entrances 3. Chapterwise division
and Topical Categorization is done according NCERT NEET Syllabus 4. Previous Years
Solved Papers (2021-2005) are given in a Chapterwise manner. With ever changing pattern of
examinations, it has become a paramount importance for students to be aware of the recent
pattern and changes that are being made by the examination Board/Body. For an exam like
NEET, it’s even more important for an aspirant to stay updated with every little detail
announced by the Board. The current edition of “NEET+ Biology Chapterwise – Topicwise
Solved Papers [2021 – 2005]” serves as an effective question bank providing abundance of
previous year’s questions asked in last 17 years along with excellent answer quality. Arranged
in Chapterwise – Topicwise format, this book divides the syllabus in two Parts where; Part I is
based on Class XI NCERT syllabus whereas, Part II serves for Class XII NCERT syllabus. It
also helps aspirants by giving clear idea regarding the chapter weightage from the beginning of
their preparation. Besides benefitting for NEET, it is highly helpful for AIIMS, JIPER, Manipal,
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BVP, UPCPPMT, BHU examination. TOC Part 1 Based on Class XI NCERT, UNIT I: Diversity
in the Living World, UNIT II: Structural Organization in Plants and Animals, UNIT III: Cell:
Structure and Functions, UNIT IV: Plant Physiology, UNIT V: Human Physiology, Part 2: Based
on XII NCERT, UNIT VI: Reproduction, UNIT VII: Genetics and Evolution, UNIT VIII: Biology in
Human Welfare, UNIT IX: Biotechnology and Its Applications, UNIT X: Ecology and
Environment, NEET Solved Paper 2021, NEET Solved Paper 2022.
While beginning, the preparation for Medical and Engineering Entrances, aspirants need to go
beyond traditional NCERT textbooks to gain a complete grip over it to answer all questions
correctly during the exam. The revised edition of MASTER THE NCERT, based on NCERT
Classes XI and XII, once again brings a unique set of all kinds of Objective Type Questions for
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics. This book “Master the NCERT for NEET”
Chemistry Vol-1, based on NCERT Class XI is a one-of-its-kind book providing 14 Chapters
equipped with topic-wise objective questions, NCERT Exemplar Objective Questions, and a
special separate format questions for NEET and other medical entrances. It also provides
explanations for difficult questions and past exam questions for knowing the pattern. Based on
a unique approach to master NCERT, it is a perfect study resource to build the foundation over
NEET and other medical entrances.
The study of NCERT helps students greatly in various competitive and entrance exams. For
prestigious IIT JEE and NEET, NCERT books are all you need to strengthen the fundamentals
of the subjects. But students often face problem in understanding the concepts which is why
they fail to succeed. To facilitate an easy learning, Doctor Dilip Gangwar who is known
throughout the country for his ‘Art of Teaching Biology’ conceived an idea of bringing out a
comprehensive book written in a highly simplistic manner and supported by all the possible
elements to enhance the conceptual clarity. Biology Simplified NCERT for class XI is a newly
designed book by him which is based on the latest exam pattern and syllabus of NEET
UG/AIIMS. It has 22 chapters written in an easy-to-digest manner which qualifies aspirants to
comprehend theories with full clarity and reinforces their ability to answer the concept-based
problems intellectually. Aimed at easing the study level of NCERT, this book is highly
approachable and ensures to help you gain mastery over the subject. Table of Contents The
Living World, Biological Classification, Plant Kingdom, Animal Kingdom, Morphology of
Flowering Plants, Anatomy of Flowering Plants, Structural Organisation in Animals, Cell: The
Unit of Life, Biomolecules, Cell Cycle and Cell Division, Transport in Plants, Mineral Nutrition,
Photosynthesis in Higher Plants, Respiration in Plants, Plant Growth and Development,
Digestion and Absorption, Breathing and Exchange of Gases, Body Fluids and Circulation,
Excretory Products and their Eliminations, Locomotion and Movement, Neural Control and
Coordination, Chemical Coordination and Integration
In such high level exams like NEET there are lakhs of aspirants who are enrolling every year to
just limited number of seats, so having conceptual knowledge with thorough practice is the only
key to success in such examinations. There is a neck to neck competition in every entrance
examinations so, the main concern for the students who are preparing is to know the types of
questions, important questions, Question paper pattern and styling of the answers that are
expected to come in the examination. Keeping this in mind, the current edition of “32 years’
chapter wise solution (1988-2019) NEET & AIPMT Physics (one of the major subjects) has
been provided with correct solutions, detailed explanatory discussions of the answers and
each and every concept accompanied by the important formulae for 23 main chapters. This
chapter wise guide of physics give the complete idea of exactly what kind of questions are
being asked in the papers of NEET SOLVED PAPER 2018, NEET (NATIONAL) PAPER –
2019, NEET (ODISHA) PAPER – 2019. Thorough practice done from this will guarantee
students in getting success in this examination. TABLE OF CONTENT Physical World &
Measurement, Motion in One Dimension, Motion in Two and Three Dimension, Laws of
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Motion, Work, Energy and Power, Rotational Motion, Properties of Matter, Gravitation, Heat
and Thermodynamics, Oscillations, Waves, Electrostatics, Current Electricity, Thermal and
Chemical Effects of Current, Magnetic Effects of Current, Magnetism, Electromagnetic
Induction, Alternating Current and Electromagnetic waves, Optics and Optical Instruments,
Electrons and Photons, Atomic Physics, Nuclear Physics, Solids and Semiconductors Devices,
Important Formulae, NEET SOLVED Paper 2018, NEET (National) Paper 2019, NEET
(Odisha) Paper 2019.
All India Institute of Medical Science or AIIMS is not just another medical college, it’s a symbol
of excellence in the field of medicine and research. AIIMS has been a paramount hospital and
medical institutions in India, every year lakhs of students enroll for this entrance examination
while it’s the dream of many, 5 Year MBBS Programme is cut throat competition and hence it
require great concept building with enough practice. Hereby presenting “AIIMS Specialist” of
Chemistry – provides 26 years chapter wise Solved Paper covering all the objective types
questions. The book is divided into 31 chapters and each of them is provided with ample no. of
questions which have been explained in detail in an easy to understand language that
enhances the knowledge and clearing al the doubts regarding reactions, rule, theorems and
other concepts of the topics. At the end of the book AIIMS Solved Paper – 2019 has also been
provided to give the real feeling and difficulty level of the examination that are held in previous
years, 3 practice tests are also available online for free so that students can practice at any
time and from anywhere. This book is a complete package for NEET candidates who are
preparing for this National Level entrance examination and to attain good ranks in it. TABLE
OF CONTENT Some Basic Concepts of Chemistry, Structure of Atom, Classification of
Elements and Periodicity in Properties, Chemical Bonding and Molecular Structure States of
Matter (Gaseous & Liquid), Thermodynamics, Equilibrium, Redox Reaction, Hydrogen, s-block
Elements (Alkali and Alkaline Earth Metals), p-block Elements (Group 13 and 14), Organic
Chemistry Some Basic Principles and Techniques, Hydrocarbon, Environmental Chemistry,
Solid State, Solutions, Electrochemistry, Chemical Kinetics, Surface Chemistry, General
Principles and Processes of Isolation of Elements, p-block Elements (Group 15 to 18), d-and f-
block Elements, Coordination Compounds, Haloalkanes and Haloarenes, Alcohols, Phenols
and Ethers, Aldehydes, Ketones and Carboxylic Acids, Organic Compounds Containing
Nitrogen, Biomolecules, Polymers, Chemistry in Everyday Life, Nuclear Chemistry, AIIMS
Solved Papers 2019.
Case studies of economically disadvantaged children and their labor in different Indian
industries.
The study of NCERT helps students greatly in various competitive and entrance
exams. For prestigious IIT JEE and NEET, NCERT books are all you need to
strengthen the fundamentals of the subjects. But students often face problem in
understanding the concepts which is why they fail to succeed. To facilitate an
easy learning, Doctor Dilip Gangwar who is known throughout the country for his
‘Art of Teaching Biology’ conceived an idea of bringing out a comprehensive
book written in a highly simplistic manner and supported by all the possible
elements to enhance the conceptual clarity. Biology Simplified NCERT for class
XII is a newly designed book by him which is based on the latest exam pattern
and syllabus of NEET UG/AIIMS. It has 16 chapters written in an easy-to-digest
manner which qualifies aspirants to comprehend theories with full clarity and
reinforces their ability to answer the concept-based problems intellectually.
Aimed at easing the study level of NCERT, this book is highly approachable and
ensures to help you gain mastery over the subject.
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16 Years' Solved Papers AIIMS MBBSArihant Publications India limited
1.The book provides the complete theory synced with the latest syllabus 2.The
guide is divided into 6 Sections 3.More than 3000 MCQs are provided for quick
revision 4.2 Solved papers are given to get the exam pattern 5.3 Crack sets are
given for practice There is a great demand for highly skilled nurses around the
globe today. Nursing is one of the noblest professions, where students are
trained to give medical assistance. Various Medical universities and colleges
conduct entrance examinations to give admission in B.Sc. Nursing dealing with
General Nursing & Midwifery. The “Master Guide B.Sc. Nursing, General Nursing
& Midwifery (GNM) Entrance Examination 2021” presents the entire syllabus in a
Chapterwise manner along with a good collection of more than 3000 MCQs.
Theories provided in the chapters, emphases on the silent features of the book.
To make students familiar with the exam level, the book contains 2 solved papers
and 3 practice sets followed by detailed solutions for every problem mentioned
using student friendly language. It is a perfect study guide that promotes solid
preparation for clearing the upcoming examination. TABLE OF CONTENT
Solved Paper 2020-2019, Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, English, General
Awareness, Practice (1-3)
1. B. Pharma Entrance Examination 2021 is a one-point solution for the entrance
exam? 2. The book is divided into 4 sections 3. Previous Years’ Solved papers
are given for the practice 4. Precise and detailed text with illustrations eases in
learning the concepts 5. This book uses the easy language for better
understanding Bachelor of Pharmacy (B. Pharma) is a 4 years’ undergraduate
program in which students study the methods and process of preparing
medicines. To get into the proper college or institution one needs to clear the
entrance exam that tests the suitability and apparent knowledge required for the
course. The “Self Study Guide of B. Pharma Entrance Examination 2021” is an
on point solution for various B. Pharma Entrances, conceived and designed as
according to latest exam pattern. Precise and detailed text with illustrations
makes it suitable for all categories of students. Strict approach towards the
prescribed syllabus enables students to get focused preparation. Also, Last 9
Years’ Solved Papers are provided following the actual trends of the exams and
helping students to get prepared accordingly. A Must have book for those who
really aspire to be a pharmacist. TOC Solved Papers (2020 – 2012), Physics,
Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Appendix
All India Institute of Medical Science or AIIMS is not just another medical college,
it’s a symbol of excellence in the field of medicine and research. AIIMS has been
a paramount hospital and medical institutions in India, every year lakhs of
students enroll for this entrance examination while it’s the dream of many, 5
Year MBBS Programme is cut throat competition and hence it require great
concept building with enough practice. Hereby presenting “AIIMS Specialist” of
Physics – provides 26 years chapter wise Solved Paper covering all the objective
types questions. The book is divided into 28 chapters and each of them is
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provided with ample no. of questions which have been explained in detail in an
easy to understand language that enhances the knowledge and clearing al the
doubts regarding formulas and other concepts of the topics. At the end of the
book AIIMS Solved Paper – 2019 has also been provided to give the real feeling
and difficulty level of the examination that are held in previous years, 3 practice
tests are also available online for free so that students can practice at any time
and from anywhere. This book is a complete package for NEET candidates who
are preparing for this National Level entrance examination and to attain good
ranks in it. TABLE OF CONTENT Physical World and Measurement, Kinematics,
Laws of Motion, Work, Energy and Power, Rigid Body and Rotational Motion,
Gravitation, Mechanical Properties of Solids, Mechanical Properties of Fluids,
Thermal Properties of Matter, Thermodynamics, Kinetic Theory of Gases,
Oscillations, Waves, Electric Charges and Fields, Electrostatic Potential and
Capacitance, Current Electricity, Moving Charges and Magnetic Effect of Current,
Magnetism and Matter, Electromagnetic Induction, Alternating Current,
Electromagnetic Waves, Ray Optics, Wave Optics, Dual Nature of Matter and
Radiation, Atoms, Nuclei, Semiconductor and Electronic Devices,
Communication System, AIIMS Solved Paper 2019.
All India Institute of Medical Science or AIIMS is not just another medical college,
it’s a symbol of excellence in the field of medicine and research. AIIMS has been
a paramount hospital and medical institutions in India, every year lakhs of
students enroll for this entrance examination while it’s the dream of many, 5
Year MBBS Programme is cut throat competition and hence it require great
concept building with enough practice. Hereby presenting “AIIMS Specialist” of
Biology – provides 26 years chapter wise Solved Paper covering all the objective
types questions. The book is divided into 36 chapters and each of them is
provided with ample no. of questions which have been explained in detail in an
easy to understand language that enhances the knowledge and clearing all the
doubts regarding theories, diagrams, flowcharts and other concepts of the topics.
At the end of the book AIIMS Solved Paper – 2019 has also been provided to
give the real feeling and difficulty level of the examination that are held in
previous years, 3 practice tests are also available online for free so that students
can practice at any time and from anywhere. This book is a complete package for
NEET candidates who are preparing for this National Level entrance examination
and to attain good ranks in it. TABLE OF CONTENT Living World, Biological
Classification, Plant Kingdom, Animal Kingdom, Morphology of Flowering Plants,
Anatomy of Flowering Plants, Structural Organisation in Animals, Cell: The Unit
of Life, Biomolecules, Cell Division, Transportation in Plants, Mineral Nutrition in
Plants, Photosynthesis, Respiration, Plant Growth and Development, Digestion
and Absorption, Respiratory System, Circulatory System, Excretory System,
Locomotion and Movement, Neural System and Sense Organs, Endocrine
System and Hormonal Integration, Plant Reproduction, Animal Reproduction and
Reproductive Health, Principles of Inheritance and Variation, Evolution, Human
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Health and Diseases, Strategies for Improvement in Food Production, Microbes
in Human Welfare, Biotechnology : Principles and Processes, Biotechnology and
Its Applications, Organisms and Population, Ecosystem, Biodiversity and
Conservation, Environmental Issues, AIIMS Solved Paper – 2019.
The 5th Edition of the book Objective NCERT Xtract -Biology for NEET, Class 11
& 12, AIIMS consists of Quality Selected MCQs as per current NCERT syllabus
covering the entire syllabus of 11th and 12th standard. The most highlighting
feature of the book is the inclusion of a lot of new questions created exactly on
the pattern of NCERT. • This book-cum-Question Bank spans through 38
chapters. • The book provides a detailed 2 page Concept Map for Quick Revision
of the chapter. • This is followed by 3 types of objective exercises: 1. Topic-wise
Concept Based MCQs 2. NCERT Exemplar & Past NEET & AIIMS Questions 3.
15-20 Challenging Questions in Try If You Can Exercise • Detailed explanations
have been provided for all typical MCQs that need conceptual clarity. • The book
also includes 5 Mock Tests for Self Assessment. This book assures complete
syllabus coverage by means of questions for more or less all significant concepts
of Biology. In nutshell this book will act as the BEST PRACTICE & REVISION
MATERIAL for all PMT entrance exams.
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